Tatlin's life is known to us in barest outline. Although a large body of his works and writings presumably still exists in the Soviet Union, these are for the most part unseen and unknown by Westerners.' The bases for study of this artist, considered the founder of constructivism, are therefore sparse: a small number of paintings, drawings, miscellaneous objects and fragments of objects; a few photographs, texts, and eyewitness reports, which are accessible outside Russia. Since no quantity of work ever found its way to the West, far less firsthand documentation is available for Tatlin than for Malevich, say, or Lissitzky. Yet Tatlin is as celebrated as they, as honored as they are for his contributions to the art of the twentieth century. We can only conjecture that the high points of his creative activity are known to us and, although few, they are, like the greater bodies of work by his better known contemporaries, exemplary and a valid point of departure. From these remaining fragments we can draw a profile of Tatlin's achievement and see that it is at one and the same time profoundly Russian and extremely modern. That is to say, Tatlin drew on the peculiarly Russian conceptions of faktura and transrational language to envision an art that would consist of a semantic encoding of pure materials.
OCTOBER paintings, such as Taking in the Rye or The Woodcutter, is color, color which generates both the space and form, thus recalling the celebrated statement by Cezanne: "Lorsque la couleur est d sa richesse, la forme est a sa plenitude." The schematized silhouettes, the saturated hues, and the effect of vaulted planes evoke comparisons with folk art, Goncharova, and Fernand Leger.
The impact of Tatlin's painting is wholly different. Despite its density of hue, it is chromatically restrained, for color was not Tatlin's prime concern. He was much more preoccupied by the rhythmic continuity of an articulated form, suggestive of an organic function. This accent on a dynamic articulation through line-drawn curves is found in icon painting as well. Malevich's figures are assemblages of separate and discrete planes, whereas Tatlin's, no matter how schematized, retain a fluid continuity. This distinction is equally eloquent in drawings. Malevich's drawn silhouettes are the rapid summary of a visual impression, whereas Tatlin indicates how the different parts of the body are linked together in order to serve a function. The distinction will be significant.
In the spring of 1913, Tatlin travelled briefly to Berlin as a bandore player, after which he continued to Paris, where he visited Picasso in his studio at 242 boulevard Raspail.9 According to Edward Fry, who interviewed Lipchitz in the 1960s, the latter served as an interpreter. It is generally assumed that Tatlin received such a shock from the constructions he saw in Picasso's studio, that, upon his return to Russia, he began to make the counter-reliefs which have since become legendary, though, to our knowledge, few of them have survived. Yet, as seductive and credible as this sequence of events may appear, one wonders if it is not a gross oversimplification. For if one examines the background, context, intentions, and results of these two artists, one discovers that they are radically antithetical.
Picasso's constructions are less familiar to us than the rest of his oeuvre, since they remained in the artist's possession all his life. But a few examples were photographed by Kahnweiler and reproduced by Apollinaire in Les Soirees de Paris as early as the autumn of 1913. What is singular about them is that Picasso was, until then, essentially a painter and these works, despite a real extension into space, reflect a painter's vision. Whereas the analytical cubist painter sought to eliminate illusions of depth, to split open the volume of a given object and align
9.
There is some question as to when Tatlin visited Picasso in Paris. Troels Andersen, Vladimir Tatlin, p. 12, and the chronology in V. E. Tatlin, p. 3, indicate that it was in spring-summer 1913. Camilla Gray and Pierre Daix (in La Vie de peintre de Pablo Picasso, Paris, Editions du Seuil, 1977, p. 136 and p. 141, fn. 5) believe it was after the summer, in which case Picasso would already have moved to the rue Schoelcher. Since the former opinions are based on Soviet written documents, the latter on oral reports from contemporaries such as Larionov, the former position appears more justified. Furthermore, photographs exist showing elaborate installations of the constructions in Picasso's boulevard Raspail studio (the guitar surrounded by drawings; a large relief of a woman playing a guitar strung up with string; see "Oeuvres et images inedites de la jeunesse de Picasso" in Cahiers d'Art, II, 1950, 281-2); this seems a more impressive context for Tatlin's visit. There are no indications that the constructions were reinstalled in such a manner after Picasso's move to the rue Schoelcher studio.
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Vladimir Tatlin: Form/Faktura its different faces parallel to the surface of the canvas, Picasso attempted, in these constructions, to detach the picture planes from the surface of the canvas and reassemble them in front of the wall. Although the organization by planar components is essentially the same, that is to say, pictorial, their posture and presence are different, established in a new relationship to the wall, the ambient space, and the viewer. They are no longer virtually or truly constricted by the conventional spatial limitations of the two-dimensional surface.
Although pictorially conceived, the first objects have no ground or background; the motifs are silhouetted against the wall. This is a logical progression from the shattered and blurred analytical cubist ground; moreover, it is thought that Picasso's interest in African sculpture was crucial to this development.'? The African masks which so appealed to Picasso, Braque, Derain, and Vlaminck were hung directly on their walls. Despite the transfer of these masks to a context where they were stripped of their specific ritual functions, they maintained a magical, not to say iconic, power which did not escape the European artists' understanding. The spiritual content and functional autonomy of these objects was manifest in their formal stylization, defined as an architectonic, frontal, hieratic organization. The initiated tribal member does not confuse the sacred reality of the mask with human reality, nor is the one meant to refer directly to the other. He therefore does not seek to recognize a familiar face. On the contrary, he deciphers a repertory of signs which constitute a coded text.
Thus, in the Ivory Coast masks which European artists favored, there is no modeled imitation of the continuous volumes of the human face. The mask exists as a flat or concave plane, bounded by a crudely cut contour. The nose may be a noninflected triangular or rectangular plane, the eyes projected cylinders, the mouth a projecting ridge. Placement, height of relief, and shape are important to the legibility of these ciphers of predetermined meaning.
Picasso's metal Guitar of 1912 evokes the same compelling presence as the African mask through a strict nonimitative formal logic." The dark sheet metal recalls the patinated dark wood; a projected cylinder signifies the hollowed mouth of the guitar, whereas a length of concave pipe reads as the neck and an open hollow box shape as its body. The instrument's characteristic curves exist here and there, not in relation to a functional structure but as rhythmic reminders. The viewer is not called upon to recognize a guitar but to read its emblem, an emblem which has an expanded significance precisely because it is not a literal image. Reduced to a frontal organization of architectonic planes, it exists as a somewhat enigmatic, autonomous statement.
In thinking of the relationship between the iconic presence of the Guitar and 
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OCTOBER the African mask as a formal precedent, one is reminded of the connection between Tatlin's painting and the Russian icon. In parallel cases both artists are attracted to an art which has no connection to their aesthetic formation, which is thought to be primal, and is constituted as a coded text. To analyze the Guitar solely in terms of its references to African art would, of course, be inadequate. The cutting away of planes, the transparency or invisibility of certain components of the original instrument, the layering and superimposition of others derive from Picasso's own painting.
This emblem or system of signs is of Picasso's own making, inspired by his transposed vision of the subject. And Picasso chose his materials to facilitate this vision. The first requisite was that the material adapt itself to the intricacies of a layered syntax. Flexibility and malleability were his fundamental priorities, for, like Matisse at a later period, Picasso was drawing with scissors. And, in order to embody his ideas as quickly as they arose, he worked with extremely pliable materials: paper, cardboard, string, sheet metal, wood. He was indifferent to the intrinsic properties of each medium. All were treated in a similar manner. They were cut, folded, bent, punctured, and pinned into different shapes.
Around 1914, painted surfaces became more common in Picasso's constructions, which employed them towards various ends: an allusion to diverse substances and textures (such as fabric, bread, sausage); the dynamic orientation of planes; chromatic passages and contrasts, transitions, tensions, harmonies, and dissonances within a single work. Yet despite their growing complexity, these works remain the embodiment of a pictorial idea, the result of a painter's vision rather than a sculptor's. The medium is subordinated to the image, stripped of its specificity and autonomy.
Finally, and as a confirmation that Picasso's goal was not sculpture in any conventional sense, he did not seek perfection in the execution of these constructions. The notion of a well-crafted or well-finished object was definitely not a priority. On the contrary, the artist was preoccupied by a spatial rendering of his vision. A later text by Gonzalez which discusses Picasso's own feelings (probably about his synthetic cubist paintings) is significant in this respect: "With these paintings, Picasso told me, it is only necessary to cut them out-the colors are only the indications of different perspectives, of planes inclined from one side or the other-then assemble them according to the indications given by the color, in order to find oneself in the presence of a 'sculpture.'" 12 In view of their crudeness (Andre Salmon speaks of Picasso's lack of technical skill in making these constructions),'3 these constructions perhaps were a means, not an end, like Braque's paper and cardboard models of the summer of 1912, "investigations for 12.
J. Gonzalez, "Picasso sculpteur," The form of a work of art derives from two fundamental premises: the material or medium (colors, sounds, words) and the construction, through which the material is organized in a coherent whole, acquiring its artistic logic and its profound meaning. Consequently, the notion of form should be understood as the real structure of the work, its structural or compositional unity ... The form of objects from the outside world often serves as a stimulus to artistic creation, but form in this sense... must be excluded from the number of real pictorial components of the work of art.... 5
So that, whereas the French school accepted the object in the outside world as a given, the Russians did not; their focus was, rather, on medium and technique as the true constituents of the work of art. Medium, as used in this text, implies a specific substance or texture, specified by the Russian term faktura. Tarabukin develops this concept in a later passage:
In painting, and in art in general, the problem of materials must be considered separately, in that the painter must acquire a developed sense of materials, he must feel the inherent characteristics of each material which of themselves condition the construction of the object. The material dictates the forms, and not the opposite. Wood, metal, glass, etc., impose different constructions. Consequently, the constructivist organization of an object depends on the materials used: the study of diverse materials constitutes an important and autonomous consideration.16
Thus, for these artists, the layer of paint itself could be considered as a texture or fabric which generates form. This first relief shows a tentative expression of the true nature of each material. In the structures that follow, the expression of substance is more direct.18 In fact, through the constancy of forms for a given material, one can speak of a distinct repertory of signs. It would seem, moreover, that Tatlin already wanted a systematized lexicon of forms by which to order content and avoid the pitfalls of subjective, individualistic, arbitrary expression. He believed in "a combination of the simplest rectilinear and the simplest curvilinear forms." For it is precisely this that brings about "a uniformity of technico-constructive solutions and confines the artist to research on the most usual materials, those which are commonly accepted." 19 Wood is the material most often found in the later reliefs. As prepared for everyday use, the usual form of wood is that of a plank or rectangular plane. Adhering to Tatlin's logic, wood's inherent form is the geometric plane: flat on both sides, cut in a triangular, square, or rectangular silhouette.Technically, wood is shaped with a saw, producing clean edges; it can be perforated with a drill. The simple wooden plane may be positioned parallel, perpendicular, or at a slant to the wall. It has its own natural color which must be respected.
The formal possibilities of metal are quite different. Manufactured in thin sheets, its purest form in the urban environment is the cylinder or cone, produced by cutting, bending, or folding. Archipenko pointed this out in reference to his 1912-14 constructions: "The cone and the cylinder are the only shapes one can make with a sheet of metal without submitting it to the forge. Finally, glass is suitable for two kinds of formal manipulation: it exists as a rectangular pane, or it can be shaped into a cylinder or cone. Transparent, it stands at the edge of invisibility. It provides a transition between inner and outer space, the space of the work of art and the viewer's space. In one of the few documented reliefs in which Tatlin used glass in its curved form, he cut the conic shape in half, thereby emphasizing the equivocal nature of his medium: the transparent shell dissolves into invisibility; contained space opens into ambient space.
The combination of diverse materials into a single heterogeneous object illustrates one other aspect of faktura. Tatlin's manner of composing the counter-reliefs relates to these procedures. The artist assembled pieces of glass, wood, plaster, metal, each for its particular texture and formal possibilities, and divested of former connotations. Each element exists for what it is: the word as such, the material as such, a pure presence, an immediate sensory stimulus that triggers unpredictable impressions. For each artist, the ultimate aim was a return to primary experience, the eliciting of instinctual sensation which would induce a new emotional experience and hence a new reality.
In May 1923, Tatlin directed, designed, and appeared in the posthumous production of Khlebnikov's Zangezi. It is obvious that the poet's verbal experiments corresponded more than superficially to Tatlin's own preoccupations. In reference to this production Tatlin wrote:
The Zangezi production is be staged on the principle that "the word is a building unit, the material a unit of organized volumes." Khlebnikov himself ... regards the word as plastic material. The properties of this material make it possible to operate with it to build up "the linguistic state."... Parallel to his word-constructions, I decided to make a material construction.... Khlebnikov took sounds as elements.... The hard C sound, for instance, gives birth to cup, cranium, container. All these words have to do with the concept of a sheath. One body enclosed in another. The sound P has to do with a diminishing of energy which stands in relationship to the area in which it is used: as in paddle, position, palm, porringer.. .23 This text encourages the conjecture that Tatlin's conception of the form of metal as a cone or a sheath corresponds to the hard C sound for Khlebnikov; and that the form of wood-as a plinth, a plank, or a plane-may correspond to the sound P. It
23.
Tatlin, quoted in Andersen, Vladimir Tatlin, p. 69.
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Vladimir Tatlin: Form/Faktura is worth mentioning in this context that Khlebnikov dreamed of an alphabet in which the consonants would be of metal and the vowels of glass! 24
As we have seen, Tatlin's counter-reliefs are the fruit of complex historical circumstances and imperatives. There is, in addition, one biographical factor which may have contributed to the formulation of their specific images and inventions: namely, his activity as a sailor. Although it is almost impossible to confirm, several indications suggest that Tatlin was a marine carpenter. According to most contemporary reports, Tatlin had considerable manual skill. He probably made all his reliefs himself, which indicates experience in working with materials such as metal and wood; also "glass, plaster, cardboard, gesso, tar... putty,
paints." 25
Moreover, photographs from the period indicate that Tatlin, with three assistants, built the model for the Monument to the Illrd International himself. Except for a few metal fittings visible in photographs, this model was built entirely of wood. T. M. Shapiro, the only surviving assistant on the project, relates that, due to the penury of metal, they carved 2000 wooden pegs by hand in order to assemble the model.26 A marine carpenter, after looking at these photographs, remarked that only a professional carpenter could have conceived and mounted the model; more specifically, a carpenter specialized in making staircases and knowledgeable enough to make a plan.27
In 1922, Tatlin was appointed the head of the woodworking studio at the Moscow Vkhutein.28 Since artists were appointed to functions in a rather haphazard way, this is not necessarily meaningful. But the beechwood prototype of a chair, executed under his direction in 1926, is once again, according to professional standards, the work of someone with intimate knowledge of his medium and its tensile possibilities.
Tatlin's famous glider Letatlin, a work of incomparable technical complexity, was executed in the tower of the Novodevichy Monastery in Moscow with students from the Vkhutein. There is no mention of a professional carpenter among them, although we know that Tatlin sought advice from a surgeon and a pilot instructor in designing this work. 
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Vladimir Tatlin: Form/Faktura both artists. For Puni, the relief is the logical extension of cubism. But whereas Picasso maintained the "subject" which generated its own particular space, Tatlin, in seeking to substitute a reality without images, suppressed the spatial exigencies and formal possibilities of the subject motif. As a result, Tatlin ran the risk of purely decorative craftsmanship, devoid of mystery, ambiguity, or real meaning. Moreover, continued Puni, Picasso's reliefs are part of an intuitive dialectical development which allows for the unpredictable, whereas Tatlin's counter-reliefs partake of a linear progression in which there can be no intuitive leaps. A sculpture of planes leads to a form of architecture. Abstraction leads to the absolute, to an impalpable, unattainable ideology. To Puni's eyes, this was characteristically Russian. And this aspiration towards the absolute leads inevitably to the absurd. Since the Monument to the Illrd International is the culmination of this progression, it is therefore, in Puni's view, an ideological absurdity.
Puni's preferences and prejudices are not central to our concerns at this moment. Unquestionably the Monument to the Illrd International grew out of certain notions which existed in embryonic stage in the reliefs and counter-reliefs. Two notions in particular are peculiar to the time and place in which Tatlin worked: the importance of materials that generate specific forms, and the understanding that this new kind of construction embodies a new language which is ideologically significant.
These two notions, of course, derive from the concepts of faktura and tektonika. But with the October Revolution, they take on new meaning. Faktura will henceforth denote the introduction of modern materials representing the new age; tektonika will encompass both industrial technology and the ideal of communism. Tatlin Several factors influenced the form his vision would take. According to a recent Soviet argument,36 his resistance to the sculptural monument was grounded in Russian tradition, in which such monuments were virtually nonexistent. In Russia, the ultimate monumental enterprise was the building-monument, the church, as both place of worship (and thereby reserved for a specified collective activity) and a sacred image, embodying a precise ideology in every detail: the cruciform plan, the elevation, and the decorative program. Thus, through its Secondly, Tatlin's work in the theater probably contributed to the development of his concept. The theater is the vehicle par excellence for disseminating popular culture. Furthermore, the Soviet theater designs, both pre-and postrevolutionary, were extremely abstract, audacious, and inventive in their forms, materials, lighting effects, and technical (kinetic) machinery. The October Revolution brought theater into the streets. Artists were engaged to shape the vision, understanding, and emotions of the masses. Tatlin's task implied the creation of a visual experience of such spectacular proportions that it would satisfy and transform-both visually and ideologically-the expectations of the audience to which it was addressed.
Once Tatlin had conceived the shape of his monument, he returned to his study of materials, materials that would engender an emblem for the new society. According to Shapiro, only glass and steel appeared appropriate to the task. Petrograd was under reconstruction. The sky was filled with moving cranes, lightweight, openwork, kinetic, functional structures operating from a precarious point of balance. "We behaved like monks with a dogma," stated Shapiro. "We would have nothing to do with old materials. New content must have new form. We must abandon the static forms of the age of the pyramids. With the word 'dynamic' everything begins to turn; it engenders the idea of slanting form, energetic turning, two spirals which follow each other."37
As the son of a railroad engineer who had travelled to the United States and written a book about American railroad engineering, Tatlin was surely familiar with a broad range of structural experiments in iron or steel. He surely knew of the Eiffel Tower, probably having seen it in Paris during his 1913 visit. Closer to his own experience, were the skeleton masts seen on battleships prior to 1914, when he was often at sea.38 The armature of such masts had the form of a latticework cone, constructed on the principle of the "rotational hyperboloid." The interior of these slatted "chimneys" was rigged so that equipment could be hoisted or lowered onto the deck or into the hold. Signal lights and radio transmitters were rigged to the top. In visual and functional terms, these masts present a credible point of 
OCTOBER
Tatlin's monument, which, according to Mayakovsky, was the first work truly to express the October Revolution, set forth the basic tenets of constructivism. It marks the passage from the "laboratory period" to the productivist era, formulated as such in November 1921. Beginning in 1922-23, artistic creation and industrial production would be synonymous. The artist was truly to serve the revolution; art was to be integrated into the life of the masses.
In the reformed, government-controlled studios, Tatlin taught the creation of utilitarian objects which were not only functional but formally expressed the needs and ideals of the new society. In productivist art properly speaking, new functions require new materials and the materials determine the parameters of formal invention.
Tatlin aspired to create new forms for the life he saw ahead. Although his voice was barely heard, he opened the way to a new conception of the work of art and of the everyday object. The theory and practice of the "culture of materials" have irreversibly modified our outlook in regard to the objects of our environment. Tatlin was among the first to understand that an object may be beautiful, functional, and illustrate the social and aesthetic values of a given time and place as well. Or, closer to his own terminology, the constructivist form is organized content, a term which embraced aesthetic, utilitarian, and social imperatives.55
Tatlin's life and work were comparable to those of his friend Khlebnikov, of whom a critic once said that his poetry was awkward, nonpoetic, useless. Khlebnikov, pleading for the poet's freedom with respect to the canons of intelligibility, cites the invocation which resists the demand: "Be easy to understand, like a sign. The speech of higher reason, even incomprehensible speech, falls by some kind of seed into the black earth of the spirit, and later, in puzzling ways, it puts forth upshoots."56
55.
Obviously Tatlin's ideas are extremely close to the thought and instruction at the Bauhaus during the same period. However, this appears to be less a matter of influence than of parallel development.
56.
Velimir Khlebnikov, "About Verses," in Snake Train: Poetry and Prose, ed. Gary Kern, Ann Arbor. Ardis, 1976, p. 228.
